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A tribute to Fr Isidore OFM

W

hich is the more demanding to sing:
the Exsultet, the Proclamation at the
Easter Vigil; ‘Rejoice Heavenly powers! Sing, choirs of angels’ or the
six long verses of the Judge’s solo in Gilbert and
Sullivan’s operetta, Trial by Jury; ‘When I, good
friends, was call’d to the bar, I’d an appetite fresh
and hearty,’?
There will be few people in the world who have sung
both and can give an answer to that question. The parishioners of St Thomas of Canterbury have been privileged
to hear Fr Isidore’s deep bass voice resonating in their
empty fasted stomachs when he has sung the Exsultet
on a number of occasions during the nine years since he
became our parish priest. Often due to the lack of powerful voices this great proclamation can only be spoken
as it has been for 40 years in St Thomas’ excepting one
occasion when it was sung by Fr Benedict O’Halloran of
fond memory.
But not so many parishioners will have heard the young
Fr Isidore sing the lead part in ‘Trial by Jury’ at St Angela’s,
Forest Gate, thirty or so years ago when he served the
school as chaplain. Perhaps some Old Brownies recall the
performance. Certainly there are staff colleagues who do.
Or perhaps there are some who recall that powerful bass
voice in the Mikado on another occasion at the Ursuline
School in Forest Gate.
Music has been central to the 40 years of Fr Isidore’s
priestly life. The parish joined him in a Mass and celebration to mark the 40th anniversary of his ordination on
30th March 2008. He has shared his musical talents,
playing the guitar and singing in performances, with a
great many people over the years having started a youth
club and a flourishing folk club from which developed the
Folk Mass. A great innovation in its day if one considers
4

that those were the very early days of post Vatican II liturgy
and Fr Isidore’s studies at East Bergholt were in the more
staid pre Vatican II Latin liturgical tradition that rarely
allowed any musical instrument on the altar, all music
being the sole domain of the organ.
Fr Isidore in this respect was not just an innovator but
a bold one to boot. No wonder his evening masses at
Forest Gate and Stratford were packed to the gunnels
and it didn’t stop here in the East End of London either.
He took his trade mark Folk Mass with him when he went
to Glasgow and then on to Edinburgh where between
the two great Scottish cities, Glasgow, very Catholic, and
Edinburgh, very Presbyterian, he spent 12 of his 40 years
as a priest.
For many of Fr Isidore’s peers the technological age
was something they left to the young, being too complex
for those born before every home in the UK had a television and/or telephone. But it was not long after his arrival
in the parish that we learned we had a computer expert
residing in the Friary. He set himself about modernising
every electronic device in the parish from the photocopier
to the sound systems in the church and in the Becket
Centre and he never let the contractors go until the system in the church was perfect; recent innovations now
allow the altar servers to actually hear the homily which
they were unable to do previously.
Many of the celebrations in the parish from the garden
parties to wedding anniversaries or presentations of one
kind or another have been expertly photographed by Fr
Isidore and the pages of In Touch may well have been less
attractive were it not for him granting us the right to reproduce them. Travelling into homes throughout the parish
one might espy a picture of the basilica in Assisi with a
slight kiss of morning mist wafting across its façade; a
unique picture taken by Fr Isidore at the crack of dawn
which would have been purchased out of one of the Art
Exhibitions to which Fr Isidore donated the piece.
In the homily given by Fr Brian at the anniversary Mass

Fr Isidore in wig far right

by Leon Menzies

we got some insight into the family background of Fr
Isidore. He is the eldest of five children. Since all of his
siblings are now married means that there is no shortage
of nephews and nieces. However, it was a cousin, Eileen,
with whom he swapped garments. No suggestion here of
cross dressing, and with a bass voice it is unlikely he took
a female role in any performance and there is no record
of him having been in pantomime; no, at his celebration
Mass he wore vestments, which we in the parish have
seen before, made from Eileen’s wedding dress. Precisely
who at the sewing machine made the transformation we
have not been told but the anonymous seamstress has
much to be proud of in this magnificent vestment that Fr
Isidore brought with him when he came to the parish and
has no doubt also taken to other parishes where he has
been posted.
Many of Fr Isidore’s immediate and extended family
attended the celebrations. The church was packed too
with ex-parishioners of Forest Gate and Stratford parishes

Now we are to say goodbye to
Fr Isidore as he goes off to North
Somerset, where he is reported
to have said he is looking
forward to a three year rest with
no responsibilities.
along with many who remain parishioners there.
Now we are to say goodbye to Fr Isidore as he goes off
to North Somerset, where he is reported to have said he is
looking forward to a three year rest with no responsibilities.
After nine years at Woodford Green he certainly deserves
it. He is to be replaced by Fr Roger who, we hope, will
adopt the maxim Fr Isidore had when he first came to the
parish, ‘If it ain’t broke why mend it.’ He allowed the many
lay workers in the parish to carry on with what they had
been doing without interference. This led one parishioner,
talking too loudly in the car park, to say, ‘He wasn’t one of
those new parish priests that think the job requires him to
interfere in the running of the parish?’
Let’s hope Fr Roger doesn’t read this but then it may
not matter. After all, we reported on his Golden Jubilee
in these pages and one might expect Fr Isidore to give
our new Parish Priest a few hints on how to manage the
Woodfordians of which Fr Roger is one.
Fr. Isidore’s address is The Friary, Clevedon, North
Somerset, BS21 7PP:
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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK

I am not accustomed to using this column to have a moan but sometimes
it does one good even to have a go at
God. At least when we argue with God
we do recognise that there is a God
and that God hears us. In the same
way I have faith that we do have readers and that they will hear my moan.
This particular issue has been very difficult to put
together due to a number of factors, not least the summer holidays. However, holidays or no, it is inexcusable
that nobody has reported on any parish events or sent
in any photographs for the Chronicle of Parish Events
page. Many parishioners get excited about seeing their
own picture or that of their children in the magazine
and that is often the reason why they buy it. But over
the years we have been indebted to Fr Isidore for many
of the pictures published or I have taken a great deal of
them myself. Now that Fr Isidore is leaving us who will
replace his photography skills?
I receive many comments on the quality of the
magazine and the brilliance of such articles as Coleen
Carlile’s page Words, Words, Words but when it comes
to putting pen to paper I get more reader’s letters from
outside the parish than from parishioners. Are our
parishioners just too lazy or is it that this magazine is
not worth the effort put into it?
Every article and every photograph in this issue, with
the exception of such regular writers as Coleen Carlile
and Mary Knights, is the result of my begging the
authors and owners of the photographs to let me have
them. Then there is the problem of sales. Why a problem? Very often I have people say to me that they never
got a copy of the magazine; in response to these comments I increased circulation in stages of 25 copies
per issue from 275 to 350 and still sold out with some
people still missing out. I then decided to publish 400
and on the first occasion we did that we sold all but
an acceptable remnant of 12. However, it is extremely
difficult to get anybody to make sales at some of the
Masses, particularly the 10:00 a.m. Mass. What is
more disconcerting is the number of Mass goers that
regard the selling of the magazine with disdain in spite
of the fact that they have never read a copy. These tend
to be the Mass goers that leave skid marks at the back
of the church in their efforts to be first out the door. As
they will not be the readers of this column they won’t
be offended unless you, dear reader, are sufficiently
offended by what I have written to make you tell the
non-readers about this tirade. That may make them
want to read it for themselves for the sake of a good
gossip and my purpose will have been achieved.
Needless to say there are only 350 copies of this
issue. If you don’t get a copy write to the editor and
complain at your peril.
LEON MENZIES Editor
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Ye olde trip to Jeru salem
Y

6

The Via Dolorosa

The Holy Sepulchre

3-star base where we occupied separate rooms to which we were admitted
by the concierge in spite of the fact
that the official time for new arrivals to
access their rooms was mid-day.
It was from this hotel that we made
excursions to the Old Walled City of
Jerusalem with its Jewish, Christian,
Islamic and Armenian Quarters, the
Suq Arabic market place, and the
Tower of David Museum. We entered
by the Jaffa Gate and walked to The
Church of The Holy Sepulchre and
along the Via Dolorosa (above).
This excursion immediately transformed my devotional imagery of the
Easter Triduum into stark reality at the
sweltering, humid temperature of 34
degrees centigrade. The Church of The
Holy Sepulchre, to one accustomed to
a more refined architecture, was not
edifying. Entrance to the actual sepulchre required queuing for an estimated
1-2hours.The Via Dolorosa was definitely uphill and most certainly more
tortuous than Stations of the Cross
in our churches and at various places
of pilgrimage imply. Golgotha as the
Gospel tells us is outside the walls of
the Old City which I can now confirm.
However, whether it is the actual site
of the crucifixion is in doubt.
We went to The Western Wall (right).
My two Jewish friends prayed at what,
for them and their Jewish confreres,
is a highly emotive place of devotion,
into which Pope John Paul II inserted
a prayer in accordance with the Jewish
custom. What happens to all those little slips of paper on which the prayers

are written remains a mystery to me
as my friends either did not know or
were not prepared to tell me.
There were many at the Wall nodding and swaying to and fro as they
prayed silently, some with a book
in their hands and others with their
palms turned upwards in a gesture of
offering. Some say the swaying and
nodding motion is in accordance with
revelation to pray with the whole body,
others say, perhaps more accurately,
that it helps to keep the blood circulating to avoid fainting in the searing
heat. After praying at this renowned
site, my friends emphasised that this
is The Western Wall not The “Wailing
Wall” by which it is often known. The
Wailing Wall in Jerusalem is sited in
the exact same place as it is in all cities around the world - outside the Tax
Office.
At the Tower of David Museum we
had a two-hour guided journey through
this ancient site. It was a well-informed
walk with commentary on the history
of Jerusalem. It also provided excellent views over the Old City, the Dome
of The Rock, the Al-Aqsa Mosque, the
site from where Mohammed is said to

The author
returning
from the
Western Wall
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By Peter Walsh
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es. It is the name
of a licensed pub in
Nottingham claimed to be
the oldest pub in Britain
dating to 1189 the year Richard
the first ascended the throne of
England. which makes a questionable claim to have sated the thirst
of Crusaders in 1189 when they
were en route to The Holy Land
to liberate it from the occupying
Muslim insurgents.
My trip to Israel was at the behest
of an Orthodox Jewish friend of many
years standing, he insisting that I
make a trip there with him. So it was
that my private visit to Jerusalem and
the other Holy Places had a decidedly
Jewish impetus. We were joined there
by another Jewish friend, an erstwhile
colleague, retired, and now living in
Israel.
It was an eight-day visit which I
suspect was quite unlike the traditional visit – a Christian pilgrimage
that arrives at Ben Gurion Airport,Tel
Aviv, and from there is whisked off to
an hotel from where each day is taken
up with an organised coach trip with
a multilingual guide impressing the
English speaking group with his knowledge of Hebrew, Arabic and French as
he shows off his brood for the day to
acquaintances on his guided tour to
the Holy Places.
Our cramped flight from Stansted
landed at Tel Aviv at 03:00 hrs. Israeli
time (01:00 hr. BST). By 04:00 hrs. we
were in a mini-coach speeding towards
Jerusalem with a driver holding the
steering wheel with one hand and a
mobile phone in the other throughout
the entire journey. It was on this journey just before the sun rose over the
horizon that my untutored geographic
concept of Israel as a flat, arid, desertand-scrub terrain was alarmingly shattered as the coach was taking us up a
very steep and tight helical incline with
a terrifying sheer drop to the left. I was
wide awake by the time we reached
the Montefiore Hotel; a comfortable

lead article about the Custos referred
to the importance of the Franciscans
to the Holy Land. I was reminded of
that when I learned that there was
no Roman Catholic clerical presence
in Nazareth until 1620 when the
have made his nocturnal journey to the Bethlehem has many Arab Christians Druze emir Fakhr-a-Din permitted the
heavens, and outside the Walled City, and that most visitors to the Church of Franciscan fathers to purchase the
the Mount of Olives and the Church of the Nativity in Bethlehem are Christian ruins of the Crusader cathedral and
The Dormition.
and eagerly welcomed visitors by non- grotto. It was more than 100 years later
When George Bernard Shaw was Christian and Christian Arabs alike for in 1730 that the Franciscans obtained
shown “ the magnificent View over The the currency they bring to the starving a firman (decree) from the Ottoman
City” ,he said : “It’s just like Buxton !” local community.
sultan allowing them to build a new
But having seen both places I realise
The day tour we chose by coach church on the site. This structure was
that Shaw was being his mischievous began from our hotel at 06:00hrs. It enlarged in 1877, and then completely
self. He was also sceptical as to the started off with a grand tour of the demolished in 1955 to allow construcauthenticity of the localisation of The massive new developments in order tion of the present day new basilica.
Holy Places but in that he was and to collect other tourists who had also Before the start of actual building, a
is certainly not alone. He swam in booked the trip. In spite of all its prob- thorough archeological investigation
the Sea of Galilee which he said was lems Jerusalem seemed to be an ever- of the site was carried out by the
Jesus’s Sea, adding that, “It is
Studium Biblicum Franciscanum
better to have Jesus everywhere
(Jerusalem).
The Wailing Wall in
than somewhere, especially someIt is difficult to imagine the
Jerusalem is sited in
where where he wasn’t!”
Nazareth of Jesus’ time. Today it
It was at Gethsemane, after a
a predominantly Arab town of
the exact same place as it is200,000
two-hour walk that I was made to
inhabitants standing on
is
in
all
cities
around
the
realise that Catholic Tours cover
top of a fairly steeply inclined hill
the terrain more comfortably and
thus re-confirming my appreciaworld - outside the
have more accurate information
tion of Jesus the athlete. But then
on site timetables and checkpoint
perhaps all people living at that
Tax Office.
restrictions. As we arrived on foot
time would be used to long jourat Gethsemane; it was closed until expanding metropolis. By midday we neys on foot in open-toed sandals or
5:30 pm. We went a little way up the reached Nazareth and disembarked. bare feet over rough terrain.
Mount of Olives panting and gasping We were suitably labelled and countWe continued on to visit the head
for breath; in the scorching heat, I ed and led by our highly and accu- waters of the River Jordan passing
became acutely aware that Our Lord rately informed guide to the very new Cana, the site of that wedding feast
must have been something of an ath- Basilica of The Annunciation the larg- where Jesus performed His first mirlete.
est Christian sanctuary in the Middle acle at Mary’s behest, then on to
How often we hear the expression East that was dedicated in 1964 by Capernaum where Jesus taught in the
one has to ‘come down from the Pope Paul VI during his historic visit now excavated synagogue below later
mountain’ to the reality of the world? to the Holy Land, and consecrated synagogues of which the walls still
Well for us that reality took the form of on 23 March 1969. It was on that stand. The synagogue is remarkably
a barrage of Arab taxi drivers vying with trip also that Pope Paul VI purchased close to the Sea of Galilee and to the
each other for our custom. “Bethlehem the land on which the ecumenical col- home of Peter to which Jesus would
return for 80 US Dollars each…..” I lege, Tantur, now stands, almost strad- retreat to indulge in the food cooked
immediately beat that quote down dling the border between the East and by Peter’s mother in law.
to half that price. I had experience of West Bank, and he also founded then
Here one may relax by the water’s
Arab bargaining when in Khartoum the, now highly-regarded, Catholic edge that has fast receded since Jesus’
some years before.
University of Bethlehem. The pres- time, and reflect on the many events
Regrettably we did not get to ent Basilica, designed by the architect that occurred on these shores; the
Bethlehem as it is in The West Bank Giovanni Muzio is built on two levels. recruitment of some of His disciples,
and involves passing a manned check The upper level follows the outline the risen Lord cooking breakfast and
point. My Jewish friend tells me he of the 12th-century Crusader- cathe- calling to Peter and his companions to
cannot go into Bethlehem and that dral (a nave, flanked by two aisles), come and eat, Peter leaping into the
the Arab community is frankly hostile and partly reconstructs the eastern warm waters in exultation at the sight
toward the Christian incursions. I did apses. The lower level enshrines the of Him and the Lord’s questions to
not attempt to contradict that think- Byzantine grotto.
Peter; Peter do you love me?
ing perhaps he was not aware that
In the summer issue of In Touch the
These same waters are now the main

▲

The God Cops 2 By Adrian Lee

source of water for Israel and are fast
becoming inadequate. Desalination
plants are rapidly appearing in order to
cope with an ever increasing demand
for water. I am reminded that climate
change could well be the harbinger
of water wars that may well be more
destructive than the oil wars of past
generations.
Our last stop was at Tabgha, which is
a corruption of Heptapegon, meaning
the place of seven springs. This place
is associated with many of the Gospel
events including the feeding of the
5,000 and the Sermon on the Mount.
On Saturday evening when my friend
attended Shabat at the Synagogue,I
attended Mass and received communion in the Dominican rite. The
Dominican rite dates back to the 13th
century at a time when the Dominican
order was spread across many different dioceses with differing rites for

As went a little way
up the Mount of
Olives panting and
gasping for breath in
the scorching heat I
became acutely aware
that Our Lord must
have been something
of an athlete.
Mass and the Liturgy of the Hours
according to local custom. In the interests of unity of worship throughout
the order a special rite was adopted
although today’s rite differs from the
original in order to comply with the
requirements of Vatican II.
I regret having been unable to visit
Bethlehem, The Bendictine Dormition
Abbey and the nearby Cenacle but did
manage to visit the very emotive Yad
Vashem Holocaust Memorial. Looking
back I feel, perhaps, what impressed
and surprised me most was the development of modern Israel in spite of all
the trials and tribulations over the 60
years of its existence.
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York Minster

W

hile the National Cathedral in
Washington and the Minster
at York share a number of
architectural features, their stories
could not be more different.
York owes its origins to the marching
feet of Roman Legionaries - the 9th
Legion in fact which stopped here in
AD71 and built Fort Eboracum. This
was quite a structure being able to
house a whole legion of 6000, plus a
“Principia” Headquarters building. An
associated settlement followed in due
course, and by 237AD the location was
big enough to become a “Colonia” or
chartered town.
Though founded in 627, the present
Minster building dates initially from 1220
during the Norman period, but the scale
of construction meant it took until 1472
for work to be completed. It was build
across the site of the old Roman Fort,
remains of which still exist in the under
croft, treasury and crypt. The finished
building is the largest medieval cathedral in Northern Europe, and the biggest gothic church in England. Always
named for St Peter, its current formal
title is “The Cathedral & Metropolitical
Church of St Peter in York.”
There was a twist to the story of
York when in 1106 Henry 1st declared
the area around the Minster to be a
Liberty, which Edward 1st confirmed in
1275. This created a separate jurisdiction within the City called “The Liberty
of St Peter and Peter prison” which
fell under the control of the Dean and
Chapter of the Minster rather than the
civil authorities of York. An example
can be seen in The Vatican City/Rome
where smaller administrations conduct their own affairs surrounded by a
separate authority.
The obvious manifestation of this
separation in York was the construction in 1285 of a wall about 12 feet
high to surround the Liberty, behind
which were different laws, separate
magistrates to punish, a prison to incarcerate, and intriguingly the office of
Constable of the Liberty to maintain
order and apprehend. Although they
did not work all the time, or have spe-

cific responsibility for the Minster itself,
it was these Constables that were the
direct ancestors of the York Minster
Police we have today.
Although the separate Liberty government was not abolished until 1839,
ten years before then (the same year
that the London Metropolitan Police
was established) an incident occurred
which had a profound effect on policing
inside the wall.
For some reason the former night
watchman in the Minster had been
dismissed without replacement, which
suited one Jonathan Martin of 60
Aldwark as he secreted himself in St
Nicholas Chapel after evensong on
Sunday 1st day of February 1829.
Martin held too firm a religious conviction to be thinking of theft, but sadly
his intense devotion to God was distorted by a level of insanity exacerbated by service in the Royal Navy
during Napoleonic times. He believed
the Minster should be used for simple
prayer, could not abide the well heeled
clergy with all their trappings, and additionally he was no fan of church organ
music. He had visions from God, to
whom this was offensive; they would all
have to go, and he said as much in several intemperate letters to the Clergy.
By the time choristers noticed melted
frost and sparks at 6am the next morning the fire that Martin set had been
burning for most of the night. When it
was eventually overcome in the early
hours of Tuesday 3rd, a very large area
of the main roof had fallen in, along
with part of the floor, but though there
was great destruction at the East end,
thankfully it had been confined to a
relatively small area.
Poor Martin stood trial, but thanks
to his performance in court it took
only seven minutes for the Jury to find
him insane. He died during 26th May
1838 at the age of 56 in London’s
Bethlehem Asylum, which is more commonly known as “Bedlam.”
On 6th March a rather shaken Dean
and Chapter decided that “henceforward a watchman or Constable shall
be employed to keep watch every night

in and about the Cathedral.” With
these words the Liberty Constables
were being subtly transformed into the
Minster Police Force, so Martins arson
did leave one lasting benefit - which
proved its worth some 155 years later.
Today the Minster Police are answerable to the Dean and Chapter through
a Head Policeman, and are one of the
smallest and most specialised of the
non Home Office police forces.
About 10 Constables work out of
an office near the North Choir Aisle,
dressed like traditional Policemen
wearing blue shirts and caps without
the chequered cap band. There is no
blue lamp, but instead a couple of
old truncheons tastefully give witness
to their presence. Their cap badge
incorporates the St Edwards crown
and crossed keys which appear on the
shield of the Minster Arms. The crown
relates both to the Queen as Head of
the Church of England, and York’s precedence as Primate of England second
only to Canterbury. The keys are those
traditionally associated with St Peter,
patron of the Minster and rock of the
church, who Christ said would “hold the
keys to the kingdom of heaven.”
Constables patrol the Minster and
the surrounding area of about two and
a half acres, including Deans Park,
Deans Garden, and various other
buildings including St Williams College.
As with any Constable, their principle
duties are the protection of property
and individuals, from the Minster and
Archbishop, to the thousands of visitors who pass through each day. This
requires tact and the ability to relate
to people of all sorts, especially as the
day draws to a close and the location
becomes a magnet for a different type
of visitor.
A tricky duty involves administering the 400 odd keys associated with
the Minster, some of which are truly
ancient, while negotiating the 276
steps up to the roof is more physically
demanding. If you would like to own
a copy of The Minster News then ask
a Policeman, because a supply of the
quarterly in house newsletter is kept in
their Office for distribution!
Each day also sees a more sombre
moment before the commemorative
astronomical clock, when a Constable
IN TOUCH 2008 ISSUE 3

turns the page of a memorial book to
the 18,000 airmen who lost their lives
flying from Yorkshire and other North
East RAF Stations during the last war.
The first female officer, Val Waite,
joined in 2001, but in a less welcome
sign of the changing times, it was necessary to contract a security firm Triton
to supplement the Police during 2007.
There is always a Constable on hand
to guard the Minster, and compared
to the bustle of daytime, the stillness
and intensely compelling atmosphere
when working alone at night take a bit
of getting used to. It would be a very
long time indeed before Constable
Ron Hunter a veteran of three weeks
service would forget his first night shift
of 8/9 July 1984.
Apart from a powerful electrical
storm outside which added something
to the gothic surroundings, things were
going fairly well. Not long after 2am, the
officer was undertaking a patrol when
something pulled him up in his tracks,
and made his heart beat a little faster.
It was nothing supernatural though, just
the worldly but insistent sounding of the
fire alarm, made all the more urgent by
the sight of flames through the wooden
vaults of the South transept ceiling. For
the Minster it was like deja vu, but for
this Constable it was probably the greatest challenge of his service.
The fire brigade who were called
automatically thought it was another
false alarm – until they drove into the
smoke-filled Deansgate. This was also
the initial reaction of Superintendent of
Works Bob Littlewood when he heard
the words “Bob I’ve got a fire” down
his phone line. The spectacular but
equally terrible sight of flames searing
up from the Minster roof made him
rapidly reappraise the situation.
Having been joined by a colleague,
both men arrived at the Minster to supplement the hard pressed Constable,
who by then had admitted the fire
brigade. For all their expertise and
modern equipment, the fire crews were
facing a dilemma. Unfortunately the
seat of the fire was not accessible from
inside, and the roof worked well by
restricting the entry of water from the
outside. As molten lead and burning
wood fell into the smoke-filled Minster,
members of the clergy were moving

valuable artefacts to safety.
At length, a radical plan utilised a
powerful water jet to demolish burning
and weakened timbers, which brought
the whole roof crashing down into the
South transept. This was a very loud
and frightening event, but took the
flames away from the rest of the roof
and down to a level where they could
be quickly dealt with. As in 1829, there
was much local damage, but total
destruction had been avoided, thanks
in part this time to the presence of the
Minster Police.
The Fire investigation report concluded that realistically, it was a bolt from
the overhead electrical storm which
caused the fire, although a number of
persons put forward various alternative
and “interesting” theories.
In addition to support from the Fire
Brigade, the Minster Police can enlist
the full resources of North Yorkshire
Police for matters which are serious or
outside their remit. This cooperation
between the two forces was graphically
illustrated at Easter 2002 when direct
threats were made against Archbishop
David Hope. Having finished celebrating the joyful resurrection of Christ, the
departing congregation were a little
taken aback to find a major police
operation had been quietly set up
outside, including the deployment of
armed officers. Fortunately there were
no incidents and Easter remained a
happy one.
Another happy and very exuberant event was the enthronement in
November 2005 of John Sentamu
as 97th Archbishop. The more sharp
eyed among television viewers would
have noticed the nearby presence
of Minster Police as he greeted the
crowds outside.
And there have been a good many
events in the Minster over the centuries, both happy and distressing.
Though the years have passed and
brought changes in their wake, the
people of York can always rely on two
constants in their midst.
The first is their Minster, giving witness to Christ’s message of hope as
it has done for nearly 800 years. And
the second? The Constables of the
Minster Police Force who are always on
hand watching over it.
9

HUMOUR
By Jo King

Biblical humour for
those of low intelligence
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WHILST WALLOWING IN CRASS
STUPIDITY WHY NOT A FEW ONE
LINERS NOT SO FUNNY BUT WORTH
NOTING.
Don’t let your worries get the best of
you; remember, Moses started out
as a basket case.
Some people are kind, polite, and
sweet-spirited until you try to sit in
their pew.
Many of the faithful want to serve
God, but only as advisors.
It is easier to preach ten sermons
than it is to live one.
The good Lord didn’t create anything
without a purpose, but mosquitoes
come close.
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50 th Wedding Celebration

LEON AND JUTTA MENZIES RACIONZER
by Coleen Carlile

Leon and Jutta at
their wedding above
and right at their
50th anniversary

O

n 26th July, our esteemed
editor, Leon, and his
wife, Jutta, celebrated
their 50th wedding anniversary in grand style with a
mass at St. Thomas’ followed
by a sumptuous three course
meal with their friends and family
in the Becket Centre. The chief
celebrant was Fr. Roger, by special request of Leon’s sons, ably
assisted by Fr. Brian, Fr. Michael
and Fr. John Glynn.
The grandchildren featured prominently in the mass, Glenn reading a
passage from St. Paul and Megan the
gospel acclamation. Poor Megan was
marooned on the altar for some time,
waiting for her cue, but she handled
it with aplomb, appearing very cool
and collected. Vickie, Freya, Jack and
Rachel read the bidding prayers, while
Joseph and Thomas took up the offerings. It was probably the only time
Thomas managed to keep a straight
face – usually, his face was lit with a
cheeky grin.
At the communion, Fr. John sang
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his hymn, ‘I watch the Sunrise’ and at
the end of the mass Fr. Roger read the
Seven Hebrew Wedding Blessings,
which touched many with their rich
sentiment. Leon had received from
Bishop Thomas McMahon, on the
evening
of
the previous
Thursday at the
Silver Jubilee of
Mgr Chris Brook’s
ordination, a special blessing to
be passed on to
all present.
The
Becket
Centre
was
adorned
with
many pictures of
the couple’s wedding day, Jutta looking sweet and pretty in a beautiful
wedding gown, and Leon looking like
a handsome hot-blooded young Turk;
a comment made by a passer by as
the couple stood at the door of the
Rosenkranz (rosary) Basilica in Berlin
on the 30th July 1958.
Following the champagne reception
and when all were seated, Roberta
Wright, Leon’s cousin from Glasgow,
lifted a bread roll in her hand in
the traditional manner that the mother in a Jewish household would do
and in Hebrew gave the blessing

of bread which she then translated
into English. ‘Blessed art thou, Lord
our God, King of the universe, who
brings forth the bread from the earth’
– sounds familiar!
Andreas, their eldest son and third
of five children, during his speech,
produced a huge wad of envelopes
which were, I later discovered, only
about 5% of the many love letters
exchanged between his mother and
father during a two and a half year
courtship. Whilst Jutta and Leon both
trained in Bridge of Earn Hospital,
Perthshire, where they met, Jutta left
before Leon to further her career in
midwifery; hence the courtship by
courtesy of the Royal Mail.
Andreas mentioned that the letters gave an excellent account of
the NHS in the first ten years of

At last Megan gets
to read the Gospel
Aclamation

The whole family
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Q What kind of man was Boaz
before he married Ruth?
A. Ruthless.
Q What do they call pastors in
Germany?
A. German Shepherds.
Q Who was the greatest financier
in the Bible?
A. Noah He was floating his stock
while everyone else was in
liquidation.
Q Who was the greatest female
financier in the Bible?
A. Pharaoh’s daughter. She went
down to the bank of the Nile and
drew out a little prophet.
Q What kind of motor vehicles are
in the Bible?
A. Jehovah drove Adam and Eve out
of the Garden in a Fury. David’s
Triumph was heard throughout the
land. Also, probably a Honda, because
the apostles were all in one Accord.
Q Who was the greatest comedian
in the Bible?
A. Samson. He brought the house
down.
Q What excuse did Adam give to
his children as to why he no longer
lived in Eden?
A. Your mother ate us out of house
and home.
Q Which servant of God was the
most flagrant lawbreaker in the
Bible?
A. Moses. He broke all 10
commandments at once.
Q Which area of Palestine was
especially wealthy?
A. The area around Jordan The
banks were always overflowing.
Q Who is the greatest babysitter
mentioned in the Bible?
A. David. He rocked Goliath to a
very deep sleep.

When you get to your wit’s end,
you’ll find God lives there.
People are funny; they want the front
of the bus, the middle of the road,
and the back of the church.
Opportunity may knock once, but
temptation bangs on your front door
forever.
Stop moaning about your church; if it
was perfect, you couldn’t belong.
If you want a better priest, start
praying for the one you have.
God Himself does not propose to
judge a man until he is dead. So why
should you?
Some minds are like concrete,
thoroughly mixed up and
permanently set.
I don’t know why some people
change churches; what difference
does it make which one you stay at
home from?!
A lot of church members who are
singing ‘Standing on the Promises’
are just sitting on the premises.
We were called to be witnesses, not
lawyers or judges.
Be ye fishers of men. You catch
them - He’ll clean them.

▲

BOOK REVIEW
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I

n the Christmas issue 2006 of In Touch we published an article
entitled, Abortion on Demand by Leon Menzies in consideration of
the 40th anniversary of the Abortion Act which linked together the
issues of population control, eugenics, with abortion, contraception,
euthanasia and the national economy in the following suggestion.
‘Perhaps also there is pressure from the establishment to relieve the
taxpayer of additional NHS expense.’ In the spring issue of 2007 we
published a letter from Ann Farmer responding to that article in which
she writes, ‘The link between abortion and eugenics is very real, as I
found in researching [for my book By Their Fruits] the historical roots
of the abortion campaign. In a footnote to her letter we wrote ‘we look
forward to the opportunity to review it in In Touch. Below is the first
full review of her book which will also be appearing in a number of
Catholic papers and academic journals. It will be available in the UK at
the end of September but copies can be ordered now at local libraries
and book shops.

and their like might be overrun by
an inferior sub-class best eradicated;
Nazism in a less overt manner.
However, the eugenicist’s successes in birth control, leading to
promiscuity and more abortions as
a result of failed contraceptives and
the desire to reduce the size of poorer
families are significant contributors to
an aging population and a reducing
work force from which such economic
ills as the pension’s gap arise.
Farmer, well known for her outspokenness in the Labour Life Group,
characteristically pulls no punches
in her bold disclosures of the subtle
under-hand activities of the Eugenics
Society that uses well-meaning people to further their own ends. She pro-

By Their Fruits: Eugenics Population Control, and
the Abortion Campaign Ann Farmer
The Catholic University of America Press, 2008
ISBN 978-0-8132-1530-3

ANN FARMER’S controversial book,
By Their Fruits is an alarming revelation for the less well informed
of the real motivation behind the
Abortion Campaign. In a thoroughly
researched and painstakingly documented work she traces the progress of eugenics, population control,
from its earliest modern proponent,
Thomas Malthus, writing at the end
of the eighteenth century to its continued covert manipulation of the legislature right up to today’s controversy over the proposed amendments
to the 1990 Human Fertilization and
Embryology Act.
Here is no imagined plot on her
behalf by a small nucleus of, often
middle class, politicians and others of
influence to manage the national and
international economies of the world
by control of the breeding habits of
the poor and non white and the eradication of the disabled. The evidence
Farmer provides of the Machiavellian
activities of the Eugenics Society by

reference to a vast range of primary
and secondary sources even to the
unpublished personal files of over
forty of its members leaves the reader in no doubt as to the authenticity
of her claims.
If pro-abortionists could be persuaded to read this book they would
almost certainly realise that their,
often altruistic, efforts are founded on the wrong premise that the
Abortion Act arises from the feminist
movement to eliminate the dangers
of an exaggerated number of back
street abortions. The pro-abortion
movement is continuously refuelled
by this myth. On the contrary, the
founding members of the suffragette/feminist movement campaigned
for the welfare of poor mothers whilst
specifically condemning demands
for legalized abortion. The attitude
of the Feminist Movement was diametrically opposed to the attitude
of the elite upper-class members of
the Eugenics Society that was trying
to raise its ugly head long before
the Feminist Movement existed. The
eugenicists saw the poor, infirm and
non-white as a burden to society
and feared their excessive breeding
habits might demographically alter
society to such an extent that they

duces facts and figures to prove all of
her accusations from the manipulation of natural miscarriages to give
the impression that illegal abortion
was rife to under the table subsidies
for the movement for the legalization
of voluntary sterilization giving the
false impression of labour party sympathy for eugenics.
At times one could be carried away
reading this book as if it were a thriller novel. One has to be continually
reminding oneself that the proof texts
are there to authenticate such deviances as the use of a vast number of
letters under pseudonym to the press
to allay opposition to Steel’s Abortion
Bill to the manipulation of bi-elections
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by attempting to persuade local party
officials not to put up St John Stevas,
a strong opponent of the Bill, as a
candidate.
The impression that the eugenicists would wish to convey to the
legislature of family life among the
poor in the 19th and early 20th
century where women are seen as
weak and oppressed in the home, as
almost sex slaves is
brilliantly contradicted
by an account of the
economic advantages
of large families rather
than the eugenicists
view of lots of children
being an additional
financial burden.
Farmer is herself
the product of poor
working class families
which, in an appendix, she traces back
to Victorian times in
order to emphasise
that far from the
wife and mother of
many being a weak
oppressed sex slave
with multiple unwanted pregnancies she is
the stabilising force in
the family unit with a strong moral
sense of family worth, proud of her
‘stock’, meaning children, which,
according to one grandparent are as
good as material wealth.
Here we have a prophetic view, perhaps an obvious one; that the introduction of the Abortion Act, Assisted
Dying, Human Fertilization and
Embryology Bill and other reproductive campaigns, combined with continuing negative attitudes to the poor
and disabled, will lead to medical science becoming more concerned with
the eradication of defective genes
than the search for cures or making
sufferers more comfortable.
Whilst this is undoubtedly a seminal academic work it is not a difficult book for the non-academic to
read and understand and it ought
to be read by all those who take an
interest in socio-political affairs and
particularly in the future wellbeing of
mankind.

My pal Mal
talks to
his pal Al

I

n conversation
with Melkamu
Alemu, Alan Mair
reveals a human
story not uncommon
in Ethiopia.
I was only two years
old during the famine (1984). At first it
didn’t affect us, my
family farmed in the
West of Ethiopia. Our
village is ringed with
high mountains; on
account of the isolation we didn’t really
know what was happening in the North of
Ethiopia. Three years
later I saw my father
crying; he was taken
away by the Police
and thrown in jail. The
Derg Government demanded a tribute from each farmer, 500kg of our
annual crops. My father could only
manage to grow enough to feed us.
He was put in jail for not paying the
tribute.
When I was five years old and as
the eldest son, I have two older sisters but they could not work being
female, I thought ‘I must learn to
plough’. I looked after the fields and
kept the crops safe until my father
was released and returned to us. My
parents had six children alive during
the Derg era and two more were born
after the Government’s overthrow.
Even after people had forgotten
about the famine, the Government
ruled ruthlessly. They tried to bring
about a Communist state and now
when I look back it reminds me a little
of what the Khmer Rouge tried to do
in Cambodia.
My father is a strong and proud
man; he has taught me how I should
13
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its existence. But the climax to his
speech, frequently interrupted by his
two sons anxious to tell a joke, was
a poem written by Leon to Jutta in
one of the letters. Leon, now in his
seventies is still capable of blushing.
He had been certain that Jutta had
destroyed his entire letters but knew
he had kept, somewhere, all of hers.
‘He related that perhaps it would have
been better had his been destroyed.’
Finally the grandchildren did get their
chance to contribute by telling jokes
but that activity was curtailed when
one proved too near the mark for the
ears of the friars!
Andreas’ eldest and only daughter,
Freya, gave a short exquisitely executed recital on the piano for which her
uncle Stephan insisted that all present pay attention. After a few pointed
challenges from Stephan in the direction of anybody that dared whisper,
there was absolute silence as Freya
ran through her prepared repertoire.
It was then Stephan’s turn; the fourth
offspring, he entertained the assembly with a rich selection of melodies
and burst into some racy jazz pieces
toward the end of the celebration as
many of the guests were leaving.
The magnificent wedding cake was
made by Leon’s former secretary,
Brenda, who, I was informed, had
first worked for Leon at the age of 16
straight from school in 1964. Brenda’s
husband, Alan, was also present and
related how, when they were first
married, they often stayed with Leon
and Jutta to look after the children
while they went off together for official
soirees. There was no questioning the
very close relationship that has existed
between Brenda, Alan, Leon and Jutta
over almost 45 years. Leon and Jutta
insisted that Brenda, now in a wheel
chair, had pole position at the cutting
of the cake which not only expressed
Brenda’s love for the Jubilarians but
was also highly praised as a work of
art by our own home economics editor, Mary Knights. Champagne and
wine flowed and everyone had a wonderful day.
Congratulations to Leon and Jutta
on their Golden Wedding. I’m hoping
I’m invited to the Diamond celebration
in ten years from now!

by Leon Menzies Racionzer
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behave as the eldest son. He and
my mother continue to live in the
same house they have had since they
married. My father was like many
Ethiopians who saw education as
the key to a future beyond poverty.
I attended my village school until I
was seven years old. At night I would
go to the fields and help my father
guard the crops then go back to
school in the morning. After grade 4
the nearest school was 21Km away.
Every day we would run to school,
attend lessons and run home again
before going to the fields to plough
and guard the crops. My pal Al, you
said, ‘It is the same distance as a
marathon.’ I did that every day, five
days a week until I was 18 years old.
Perhaps that is why Ethiopians are
such good long distance runners.
I am grateful for my father’s insistence on education. Many of my
contemporaries left school at age
seven to look after cattle; they are
still doing that. I work now as a tour
guide in Ethiopia and have helped
to support my younger brothers and
sister through university. Perhaps
when they are finished I will be able to
afford and find a wife. After my own
graduation I taught at the University
in Addis Ababa but I enjoy more showing people the beauty of Ethiopia,
the unique bird life and the majesty
of the mountains. I can never forget
how the Derg Government handled
the famine; it affected the whole of
Ethiopia. I still have the memory of
my father’s tears; it has made me
a strong person and I never want
to stop smiling; there has been too
much sadness in Ethiopia. In the
West people only associate famine
with Ethiopia but Ethiopia has so
much more to offer.
Melkamu Alemu works for Horizons
Beyond in Ethiopia. He is fluent
in German and English and speaks
Amharic the Semitic language spoken
in North Central Ethiopia that is closely linked to the liturgical language of
the Ethiopian Orthodox Church and
also known as Abyssinian. He also
speaks Oromo, the language of the
the Oromo who are the largest single
ethnic group in Ethiopia.
More Alan Mair
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Hope beyond the image By Alan Mair
king in the Bale Mountains showed
them vast green fields of wheat and
spinach and rare animals. Mountain
Nyalla and the Simien Wolf, of which
there are fewer than 100 mating
pairs. These were frequent sightings
and in very close proximity, a real sign
that Ethiopia lacks only one thing,
tourists. These special encounters
Students roam
left the students believing that they
around the new
were true explorers in
classroom that
the Victorian sense,
they built from
visiting and enjoying
start to finish.
a people untainted by
into mature adulthood. Ironically it
the West. For these
is the home to the earliest known
students the wealth of
human being, Lucy, and consequentEthiopia stood out. A
ly is the cradle of all humanity.
reception held in their
Despite being the 5th poorest
honour at the British
nation in the world, high tea at the
Embassy emphasised
Sheraton in Addis Ababa is an incontheir achievements as
gruous experience. Surrounded by
did their appearance
exclusively nationals of Ethiopia it is
on Ethiopian televia symbol of the growing wealth of than 8million) and those facing acute sion. Heralded as ambassadors the
the country. Yet, with inflation head- or transitory food insecurity (1 -2 mil- Deputy Ambassador stressed to the
ing above double digits it is very lion) Ethiopia has been better able students the British Government’s
much a ‘have’ and ‘have not’ society. to respond to food insecurity and belief in the financial stability of
As food prices hit record highs a targeting resources more effective- Ethiopia and the lack of corruption
rethink of food strategies is needed ly. With more than 400,000 tonnes that taints so many African counand Ethiopia, a traditionally
tries.
food insecure country, can Five major droughts in two decades
Ethiopia, however, has a
offer some answers.
long way to go. Five major
At this very moment 1 have left most of Ethiopian households droughts in two decades
million people face famine
have left most of Ethiopian
in Ethiopia. Aid of $4 million has reeling and many hundreds of households reeling and many
been requested. Food prices
hundreds of thousands on the
thousands
on
the
brink
of
survival.
are expected to continue to
brink of survival. Food aid in
rise for the foreseeable future
India however, has significantly
as a result of surging global demand of food available for aid agencies decreased as the country developed
and reduced cereal stocks, partly on the UN World Food Program spends its own ability to invest and impleaccount of the increasing demand for more of its energy on development ment anti-poverty and social safety
bio fuel; an experience not unknown of resource targeting as opposed to net programmes. Ethiopia should
to all shoppers of Tesco, Sainsbury, handouts.
take confidence from this and develWaitrose and the like. There are sevDespite all this, the lives of 50 op its own dignity free from the patereral million people in need of food young people were altered as they nalism which has left most African
assistance but Ethiopia has taken enjoyed the immense hospitality of countries as ‘Africrats’. With a sense
steps to emerge from food depen- the local people. Assisting in the build- of irony Band Aid’s, ‘Feed the World’
dency, an image so strongly portrayed ing of a two classroom kindergarten was piped through the restaurant.
and maintained by Sir Bob Geldof for orphaned and vulnerable children, Perhaps Ethiopia is at the start of a
and so far from the truth.
the students developed new skills new epoch. The cradle of human life
By differentiating between people and had their preconceived notions discovering new life beyond death; is
facing chronic food insecurity (more altered beyond belief. Earlier trek- this not the Christian message?
Two of the students
having completed
the building of the
kindergarten classrooms.

One of the orphaned
children who will
benefit from the new
classroom

A

lan Mair is a Director of
Horizons Beyond. He filed
this report on Ethiopia
from 5400 metres on
the slopes of Kilimanjaro where
he was guiding Ian Thornton,
the brother of Lt. John Thornton,
killed in Afghanistan 30th March,
2008. Ian was leaving a memorial to his brother close to the
summit where he had previously
been. While originally in education Alan’s classroom is now of a
global nature encompassing the
rest of the world.
“War, famine and poverty epitomise Ethiopia”. Such a reputation
bears little resemblance to the reality,
yet everyone stays away. Attempting
to upset the global balance of opinion
following several visits to the country
earlier in the year I took the first two
groups of British students to Ethiopia
during the summer. War famine and
poverty could not have been further from our experience. Welcome,
warmth, openness, beauty, stunning
scenery and wildlife undisturbed by

Alan Mair with the minister of
tourism wearing a waist coat and
scarf presented to him by the
government

humankind would be more appropriate adjectives and superlatives. Being
8 years younger, Ethiopia continues
to celebrate the Millennium (they are
the only country in the world to maintain the Julian calendar), which made
little difference to anyone else but me
as I returned to my ‘30’s’. However,
under the surface is a country struggling to grow through its adolescence

Despite being the 5th poorest nation in the
world high tea at the Sheraton in
Addis Ababa is an incongruous experience
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Can you find all the olympic words in the
wordsearch?
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Weightlifting
Basketball
Equestrian
Gymnastics
Volleyball
Athletics
Aquatics
Archery
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a

Cycling
Fencing
Sailing
Boxing
Hockey
Rowing
Tennis
Judo

During the
Olympic games,
athletes will produce
as much as 2 million
pounds of dirty laundry.
It would take a family
of four 264 years to go
through that much
laundry!

The first man
to win a modern
marathon was a Greek
farmer named Spyridon
Louis, who apparently
stopped for a glass of
wine at the half way
point!

Which Country..?

• Can you unscramble the names of the countries in the olympic
results table below?

1st

GREY MAN

2nd

REF CAN

3rd

OLD PAN

4th

BIG MULE

5th

SHED LANTERN

6th

YARN HUG

7th

SAGA CARD MA

8th

AIRS US

9th

LIZARD NEWTS

10th

A ACADEMIES FINEST TROUT
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✎
✎
✎
✎
✎
✎
✎
✎
✎
✎

UNITED STATES OF AMERCIA

b

SWITZERLAND

t

RUSSIA

e

MADAGASCAR

e

HUNGARY

a

NETHERLANDS

o

BELGIUM

s

POLAND

y

FRANCE

s

In Ancient
Greece, the setting for the Ancient
Olympics, all competitors were required
to participate nude... and
the penalty for a married woman to watch
was execution!

At
the 1936
Berlin Olympics,
two Japanese polevaulters refused to participate in a tie-breaker for
first place, instead choosing
to cut their medals in half
and fuse them together,
thus creating two halfgold, half-silver
medals!

GERMANY

by Rory Howes

Olympics 2008
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Chronicle of Parish Events By PA Nache
It is not that there are no parish events during the summer quarter; it just
seems that there are no reporters of them. There was the parish fayre
and the parish picnic; as usual both events being sold out of beer and well
attended with just a smattering of rain but not enough to cause any more
than a quick dash for the marquees or the hastily raised umbrellas.
The usual round of barbecues took place in pouring rain. The Journey of
faith one, see report below, took place in the Clare room of the Becket
Centre but the Scouts and Cubs put a much braver face on it. The barbecue was under crude plastic sheeting whilst the scout hut remained open
so that those likely to melt in the rain, senior citizens and younger parents,
could remain under cover whilst munching their hamburgers or sausages.
But as for the scouts – no such softie stuff for them – they still gallivanted
in the pouring rain looking very wet and bedraggled to say nothing of their
disapointment at not being able to get the camp fire lit in the rain. Maybe
they didn’t pray as hard as Elijah did: well look it up then.

“The Body” puts the guests through their paces.
Right hands up, who’s having a great time?

JOURNEY OF FAITH
BARBECUE 2008 - ST
THOMAS’ HAS TALENT!
Reported by Jane Clarke
In past years, the annual RCIA
Journey of Faith Barbecue has been
blessed with fine weather so, when
Monday July 7th dawned brightly,
prayers of thanksgiving were offered
once again. However, dark storm
clouds rolled in during the morning,
followed swiftly by persistent, torrential rain which necessitated the very
first INDOOR Barbecue – though
everyone agreed afterwards it was
probably the most enjoyable and
successful to date.
Although at a soggy six-o-clock
that evening it seemed as if the
elements – and everything else –
had conspired to spoil this popular
event in the church’s calendar, the
determined team of organisers set
to work valiantly with preparations
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and, by the time
the first guests
arrived, the Clare
Room looked very
welcoming and there
was a sumptuous smell
of burgers, chicken and sausages issuing from the Becket Centre
kitchens downstairs.
The food and refreshment on offer
was quite simply superb. Catering
was undertaken for the first time
- with consummate and professional
ease - by Kay Sammut and Michelle
Titus, and the well-deserved compliments were never-ending.
The inclement weather had, it
seemed, put off only the faintesthearted and before long, extra chairs
were needed and there was a buzz of
expectancy in the room before Essexgirl Sheryll (aka Jane Clarke) made
her usual larger-than-life entrance.
The newly-styled flamingo-pink hair,

she explained, was due to Brother
Raymond providing the wrong colour
dye.
As Entertainments Manager, Sheryll
this time directed an audience-participation event called St Thomas’ Has
Talent where hapless members of
the group - and the friary community
- were required to display their prowess in (scripted) singing, dancing and
other performing arts.
On strict orders, the start was
delayed until after the conclusion
of the parish council meeting in the
room across the corridor - and, when
matters commenced and shrieks of
uncontrollable laughter threatened to
drown out even the loudest of music,
one could see why.
Acts included renditions by Tom
Jones and Elvis impersonators, a
mock wedding, and a hilarious interpretation of the Rolf Harris classic
- three-legged “Jake The Peg”. Father
Michael had everyone in stitches
with his quick-fire, stand-up
comedy routine, while the
show climaxed with Father
Isidore giving a maestro’s
performance as he “conducted” the Radetsky
March.
Sheryll herself provided
an impromptu dance and
tambourine routine to a jaunty
High School reunion song before all
the evening’s performers joined in a
rousing finale of “Oom Pah Pah!”
The large audience was asked to
vote, as usual, for the night’s best act,
with the prize going to the two cooks
and their Sooty and Sweep Puppet
Show.
After an evening like this, who
needs good weather?
Fr Danny is also on
the move to Stratford
which is not too
far away for him to
continue some of the
excellent work he has done at
St Thomas’ with the youth

LETTERS

Please send your letters to The Editor, Idvies, 72 Malvern Drive,
Woodford Green, IG8 0JP or email leon@racionzer.net

FROM LESLEY BEERLI ON THE DEMISE
OF MIMI LOGUE
Dear Editor
Following the article in the spring
2008 issue of In Touch celebrating
Mimi Logue’s 90th birthday It is with
regret that I have to advise you Mimi
passed away on 9th August.
Mimi would have wanted me to
relate how absolutely delighted she
was to see her picture and to read the
article in the magazine. She said that
this was the first time anybody had
written anything about her or that her
picture had appeared in a magazine.
One of her friends had ‘doctored’ your
mistake stating she was 100 years
old instead of 90!! Mimi was a great
lady to whom the article paid justifiable tribute. It was only a few weeks
before her death that she attended
the CWL Brentwood Branch Assembly
Day in July. She will be sadly missed.
FROM ALAN MAIR WRITING BY EMAIL
FROM ETHIOPIA
Dear Editor,
In the last issue of In Touch you
printed my article on the situation in
Zimbabwe entitled Hope in Hell. Since
submitting that article I have had a
communication from the Carmelite
priest featured in it, Fr Mike Hender.
He had to flee the country. He told
me in an email. “I was being charged
with ‘helping the poor’. This action
would certainly have left me for dead
and my body found in a Harare gutter. I have lived in Zimbabwe for 38
years, it is my home. Yet, consider it
lucky that I can come here to Ireland.
Peace and change can only come
about when ‘the one’ is removed. I
pray daily I can return to continue
God’s work and ask you, Alan, for
your prayers.”
I would ask also that all readers of
In Touch join in prayer for a peaceful
and just solution to the problem creIN TOUCH 2008 ISSUE 3

ated by ‘the one’, in Zimbabwe. The
one is Robert Mugabe who cannot be
referred to by name as doing so is an
act of treason.
FROM MICHAEL BOUCHIER WRITING
FROM SANDERSTEAD. SURREY
Dear Mr. Menzies.
By chance I recently came across a
copy of the St. Thomas of Canterbury
parish magazine - Issue 2 2008. I
knew Fr. Andrew RIP well when I
was at school and took him to lunch
a couple of times when he returned
to Forest Gate. I suddenly realized
that the author of the article, Peter
Barnes, had been in my class at St.
Bonaventure’s. I do not have his
address and so have posted a letter
on to you. I would be most grateful if
you could pass it on for me. Thank
you very much.
Proof that the magazine gets around
and serves a useful purpose in
reuniting parishioners

FROM REV. ALISTAIR JAMIESON,
BANFF, SCOTLAND
Dear Editor,
I am a Church of Scotland Minister in
Banff which is not far from the RAF
base in Lossiemouth. From time to
time we get visitors from England who
are probably en route to the RAF base.
It may have been one such visitor that
left a copy of your excellent magazine
at the back of my church some time
in July. I was quite fascinated with
this magazine and surprised to find
it is a Parish Magazine. I was particularly taken with the detail of the
article entitled ‘The Holy Land’. I have
visited The Holy Land on several occasions where one can usually see the
St Andrew’s cross flag flying over the
Church of Scotland from the Mount
of Olives. On none of my trips did I
get such interesting church history as
I got from that article. You omitted to
say who the author was. If it is possible I would like to make contact with
the author as I am currently writing my
dissertation about the Holy Land and
I feel he/she might be an interesting
person with whom to make contact.
The editor has since written to Rev
Jamieson owning up to being the
author of the article but who is going
to own up to leaving the magazine in a
Church of Scotland church in Banff?

A Cockney do: Our distinguished parishioner, Sheila Smith Pryor, The
Worshipful Mayor of Waltham Forest with her consort and Mayoress took
tea with the Pearly King and Queen in her parlour
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ADVERTISEMENT RATES

Advertising Manager Walter Poulter
020 8504 5069 or w.poulter@ntlworld.com

FULL PAGE £120
HALF PAGE £60
ONE THIRD PAGE £40
QUARTER PAGE £30
ONE SIXTH PAGE £20
ONE EIGHTH PAGE £15
Please support our Advertisers without them In Touch
would not exist. And please mention In Touch when you
contact advertisers so that they will know that advertising
in In Touch is worthwhile

●

GREENMANTLE

●

20 Mornington Road ● Woodford Green ● Essex IG8 0TL

A luxury care home
for old people and
people with dementia
“Living in comfort, dignity and style” in a
warm family atmosphere
The Care
• Long and Short term stays
• Twenty four hour professional
care by fully qualiﬁed and
experienced staff
• Physician in attendance
• A nurse call system in every room
• First class catering to meet
individual needs and religion
• Home entertainment and outings
• Occupational Therapy
• Visiting hairdresser,
physiotherapist and
chiropodist arranged on request
• Residents’ own furniture and
belongings welcome
• Residents’ visitors welcome at
all times
• Resident meetings and
questionnaires
• Own newsletter in colour and
annual report

The Home
• An attractive modernised
Edwardian home located within
the Woodford Green
conservation area close to all
amenities offering:
• Comfortable single bedrooms
- four with en-suite facilities
• Choice of showers or bathroom
with hoist
• Luxurious lounge and dining
room
• Double glazed heated
conservatory
• Six person lift
• Full central heating
• Satellite TV, music centre and
piano
• Regularly changed library
books
• Beautiful gardens
• Own mini bus with tail lift

Members of the National care Homes Association
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Gloria Gottschaulk and Linda Newton report on
their fact-finding pilgrimage to the Phillipines

A

fter a 16 hour flight
from Gatwick they finally
arrived at Mactan Airport
Cebu in the Philippines,
which is an archipelago of over
7,000 islands onto which is
crammed 67 million people the
majority of them Catholic and due
to the American occupation, most
of them speak English.
Linda, who some had said would
not survive the flight, arrived hale
and hearty her usual joyful self at
Cebu. Gloria too, contrary to
Linda’s husband, Terry’s prediction, survived the 16 hours in
close proximity to the ever ebullient Linda. The first impression
on alighting from the aircraft
was of the searing heat with
which they both coped very well
throughout their trip.
The airport seemed a shambles with masses of people
scurrying hither and thither.
But eventually, there, waving to them
from the midst of a sea of pearly
white toothed smiling faces all topped
with jet black hair, was Sr. Elizabeth
Buckley and the rest of the community of Sisters of the Sacred Hearts of
Jesus and Mary (the Chigwell Sisters
to us) from the Sacred Hearts Mission
in Basak, Pardo. There followed an
hour’s drive to the convent situated
along the highway and surrounded
with Sitios; these are like shanty
towns mostly occupied by squatters.
There are thousands of people living
in a very small area. Gloria and Linda
found it hard to believe the condition
in which these squatters lived.
The hour’s journey to Pardo in the
Sister’s own air-conditioned Toyota
van was an opportunity to meet all
the Sisters and the Sister’s regular
driver. This vehicle is used by the mission to ferry patients to Physio-therapy
and for other related work. It is a tremendous treat for these poor people
to be able to travel in an air-condi22

tioned spacious vehicle that contrasts unknown to them, Sr. Rosemary was
sharply with the tiny, by comparison, already hatching a plot for them to go
Jeepney that accommodates 16 to to the Philippines instead.
20 passengers in a space less than a
Perhaps El Salvador is a dangerous
quarter of the size of the Toyota van. place but Linda questioned whether
The Jeepney has open sides and rear the Philippines was much better, first
allowing the dust from the roads to when she read the forms on immicover the cramped passengers. In the gration that warned that the punrainy season the rain soaks the pas- ishment for being found with drugs
sengers so that
was death; and Gloria, knowing
the steam rises Linda with a newly born Linda’s generous nature, was
off their clothes baby, the multitude of
at pains to tell her not to do any
children surrounding
making the dis- her gives an idea of the favours that might involve her
unwittingly in the drug business.
crowded conditions into
which each child is born. “Don’t accept any teddy bear
gifts,’ she had said. Then later
as they ventured further afield
than Situ Crossing where the
mission is situated where they
were warned not to wear any
jewellery, Gloria decided, however, to keep a silver bracelet of
sentimental value on her wrist.
In the crush of the Jeepney her
arm was forced out of the open
comfort even greater. There are only side and a pedestrian’s eyes lit up as
two seasons, the hot season and he began to make a dash for the valuthe rainy season. The heat in these able trinket for which, so she was later
vehicles, often 38 c. renders them told, he would have cut off her hand.
quite unbearable for the average UK
Within the convent everything was
traveller, yet. Linda and Gloria found pristine clean, the plumbing was first
them a source of great amusement class and they had all the luxuries of
particularly when Linda got stuck try- home which made them feel someing to crawl in through the tiny aper- what guilty when all around were
ture that passes for an entrance and these humble shacks often with only
then with hoots of laughter as she corrugated iron roofs from which, to
struggled to get out again. The
their
amazeSisters too enjoyed hearing of In the physiotherapy
ment, children in
unit, note Gloria’s left
their Jeepney escapades.
sparkling white
hand; the Princess
It all started with Gloria Diana touch.
who had for some years been
involved with the Chigwell
Sisters in fund raising for their
mission in El Salvador. Gloria
had expressed a wish to go
to El Salvador alone with the
Sisters but it was considered
too dangerous for her to go
there at the present time and
Linda had by then expressed a
wish to go with her. Therefore,

clothes, clean and ever smiling, would
emerge each day to attend the school
and day care centre that had been
established by the Sisters and built by
men from an Australian Rotary Club.
Next year these Australians have
planned to return when they will build
the second level; a refuse for abused
women and children.
Being taken around by the Sisters
it was not long before they got a measure of the conditions within which the
people live. They weren’t interested to
see the riches of Cebu, its fine hotels
and popular holiday venues; their only
interest was in the poor people with
whom the sisters are working.
And what did they report
on their home coming? Large
families with devoted mothers, every child a wanted child
regardless of how many, living
all huddled together in these
primitive shacks yet always
smiling, always tolerant to each
other, showing no sign of impatience or anger in spite of their
cramped conditions. No doubt
about the mother being the
stabilising force in the family with a
sacrificial love for all her children. One
mother walked every day for hours
to the centre carrying her Downs
Syndrome child whom she would not
give up to anybody at the centre. She
alone did everything for her even to
the extent of sacrificing her own food
for the little one.
A physiotherapist or doctor, among
the highest earners, might earn the
equivalent of £2:50 per day working
in hospitals where medical care is
given only to those who can pay for it.
No money, no treatment and a patient
can be abandoned on the floor of the
hospital to die. No wonder there is
a fear of hospitals. One man, badly
in need of treatment could not be
persuaded by the Sisters to enter the
hospital where there was no question
of him having to pay. Such fear of hospitals is endemic. Mothers give birth
with three or four in one bed.
The Sisters provide as many jobs as
they can in and around the convent
but have also set up large cooperatives making soap, bottling water and
making school uniforms to name only
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a few of the commercial ventures they the poor people in Pardo. Terry and
have introduced. Teaching arts and Anthony, Linda’s son, have noted a
crafts is an important work that allows sea change in her that doesn’t exactly
the people to turn their knowledge make their lives easier. Nothing but
and abilities into food for their fami- nothing gets wasted now.
lies. Many local people become skill
In the shanty town they met one
teachers, thus perpetuating this work woman in particular who rises at 3
into the future.
a.m. every morning to sift the infeIn many other ways people make a rior rice that has doubled in price in
meagre living. Gloria thought she had the last three months and for which
seen the worst that she would see the locals queue very patiently in the
when a child, not much over five years, searing hot sun for hours on end,
crawled
then she cooks it and distribThis lady walks many miles
from
a every day with her child and
utes it to all who pass by. Some
s e w e r it was she who presented
of the shacks have no cookclutching a Gloria and Linda on their
ing facilities. Seeing the povtiny piece arrival with the shell
erty and shortage of food Linda,
when offered a spoonful of rice
necklaces that they wore
everywhere they went. Again
by this old lady, was about to
note that left hand of Gloria’s decline when the sharp elbow
of Sr Elizabeth prodded her ribs
indicating that it was impolite
to refuse. She noted that some
children came for their rice carrying their own bowls and others had no bowl to put it in.
No visitor to the Philippines
can possibly miss the predators; mainly American men
of metal that he had crawled in there often ageing, seeking young women;
to fetch. But the metal scrap meant some to take home with them, others
money for rice. Sadly this was not, by to live with for extended holidays. The
far, the worst she was to see. This child temptations for these young girls to
lived within the area of the schools, go with these men are very great conhospitals, health clinic, and day care sidering the benefits they can gain for
centre set up and administered by their hungry parents and siblings. But
the Sisters where the door bell of the many promises made are never kept.
convent rang continuously with dif- Part of the Sisters’ mission is to counferent people requesting help of one sel such girls visiting the pole dancing
kind or another. Far from being the dives, seeking them out, talking to and
worst Gloria would witness, this child befriending them, persuading them of
was rich because of the presence of the dangers involved and trying to
the Sisters. In comparison to those
that lived outside of Situ Crossing,
an understanding of abject poverty
really struck when they saw a child
lying on the concrete central reserve
of the motorway, his home with no
corrugated tin roof, totally exposed to
the glaring sun and with not even an
umbrella to his name.
Collecting tin cans and bottles,
washing them and selling them is
something of an industry there. Linda
claimed on her return to Woodford
that she would never again see a
bottle or can without thinking of the
money that these represented to
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help them find alternative means of
putting food on their family’s tables.
Then there was the trip to visit
the Sisters at Doña Christina Subd.,
Banawa; the other convent of the
Chigwell Sisters. Here is an area with
proper houses unlike Situ Crossing
but the convent stands in an area that
is being reclaimed and is even more
dangerous compared to Basak. This
is a dockland area with an open canal
to be negotiated before entering the
area in which the Sisters work. The
socio-economic problems here are
somewhat different; there is corruption, vice, prostitution and the somewhat transient population that goes
with a busy shipping port. Here Sister
Anne Healy, the co-ordinator of this
mission, along with a group of mothers and older children, has set up a
feeding programme to help children in
the area have fresh nutritious meals.
There are so many stories Linda
and Gloria have to tell of their factfinding trip to the Philippines they
could fill the next five years pages of
In Touch without including the hun-

dreds of moving photographs they
brought back with them. Suffice it to
say that the enthusiasm with which
they have thrown themselves into raising funds and sending two containers
of simple things like medication that
we take here for granted; Carpol and
Aspirin, clothing and children’s toys,
tells the whole story of the effect that
poor, warm-hearted, gracious, hospitable people, forced from their homes
in better areas to make way for the
avaricious ruthless drug barons, has
had on them.
In addition to raising funds and
sending essentials, Linda and Gloria,
the first UK citizens to visit the Chigwell
Sisters in the Philippines have undertaken to pay for the education of
Catherine Monloloyo who writes to
them in the letter shown, ‘You are
God’s instruments and considered
as a Good Samaritan... you’ve shared
your blessings to others, I assure you
both that you are not wasting your
money, because I will really study
hard. I consider both of you as my second and third mother…you seems like

my fairy God Mothers… If you could
just open my heart, you will see here,
that it is full of enjoyment, happiness
and full of excitement for going back
to university.’
Catherine is going on for eighteen
years of age. She is one of the lucky
ones and from her touching letters,
two since our intrepid pair returned,
she is thoroughly grateful and relieved
after a previous sponsor dropped out
causing her to leave college.
In a communication to the editor
Sister Elizabeth writes:
I would like to say how beautiful
these two girls are and how
hardworking they are towards our
mission. They weren’t interested to
see the riches of Cebu only where
the real poor people are living where
the Sisters are working. Since they
went back, they have already been
helping us. They have 2 boxes on the
way with children’s clothing.
■ Any readers interested in helping
the Chigwell Sisters in the Phillipines
may contact the editor for contact
details of Linda and Gloria.

TIMEGOLD
(JEWELLERS)

The Village Bookshop
Alison & Robin Lawrence
Books for everyone and every occasion
Orders by phone or email are welcome
and are usually fulﬁlled within 48 hours
475 High Road, Woodford Green
Tel: 020 8506 0551
www.thevillagebookshop.co.uk
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Diamond, gold and silver
Jewellery
*
Michel Herbelin, and Accurist
Watches
Gifts for all occasions
*
LLADRÓ figurines
*
On the premises repairs to
Watches, clocks and
Jewellery
****
25 The Broadway
Woodford Green
IG8 0HQ
***
020 8504 6140
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Homily by
Right Rev. Thomas
McMahon, Bishop
of Brentwood.

like to highlight a few with whom we
might have a special resonance today.
Maximilian Kolbe, who, following the
Lord’s example, laid down his life for
his friend. Dietrich Bonhoeffer, who,
in the spirit of St. Paul, preached the
truth in season and out of season.
Through the Gospel passage (Luke
Martin Luther King, conscious that
4: 16 - 21) we see how prophecy is
God is the creator of us all, proclaimed
an essential element of making the justice and human equality. Oscar
Kingdom of God real. The Lord says Romero, inspired by the Lord’s love of
that He has come to establish the
the poor, proclaimed freedom for the
Kingdom, and He does so, by using
downtrodden.
the words of the prophet Isaiah.
These values and the awareness
that God’s Kingdom is present in our
It is significant that Jesus uses these own homes, streets, country are as
words when he returns to the town much needed today as they were in
where he has been brought up. This the last century. That is one of the reahelps us to see that the Kingdom sons why we are gathered here this
of God, therefore, is not some rar- morning. Welcoming and hospitality
efied concept, but is made real in our have always been at the heart of the
homes and in the streets around us. Bible and have been very much the
A key element for any prophet is that tradition of the United Kingdom.
they are called to give witness. In our
Migrants helped rebuild the United
own very secular days, we, too, are Kingdom following World War II and
called to give bold prophetic witness. are continuing to regenerate London
A prophet is very much God’s person, and this country. They make an indiswho is prepared to challenge in His pensable contribution. We, therefore,
name, even though uncomfortable.
have a duty to see that in doing this,
Cardinal Newman wrote; “Good is migrants are not exploited in any way
never accomplished except at the cost whatsoever. It is a scandal and totally
of those who do it; truth never breaks unacceptable when large numbers of
through except through the sacrifice migrants are paid well below the miniof those who spread it.” A very strik- mum wage. Which is why, I know, all of
ing example of such sacrifice is to be us here vigorously support the ‘living
found less than a mile from here.
wage’ campaign.
Until ten years ago the front of
We must continue to raise our voice
Westminster Abbey was incom- for the ‘Strangers into Citizens’
plete. There were ten niches in the
campaign. It calls for a one-off reguHawksmoor façade which had never larisation and pathway to citizenship’
been filled. In 1998 the Abbey com- on the terms set by the government of
munity imaginatively chose to place the day. The unthinkable alternative is
there ten statues of martyrs of the deportation. I find it unspeakable and
20th century. Those martyrs came shaming to read in this week’s Tablet
from every continent and Christian tra- of hundreds of Zimbabwean refugees,
dition. They were chosen to represent living in Britain, who are facing deporthe values for which they died – truth, tation despite escalating violence from
justice, mercy and peace. These are what many now consider to be an illethe values proclaimed by Jesus and gal and repressive regime.
His Gospel.
For any government to choose to
Of those ten martyrs, I would just do nothing about ‘regularisation’ is

‘‘
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Fathers Antoine, Michael and
Brian at the Telco meeting

irresponsible and leaves countless
migrants vulnerable to exploitation
and living in fear and in limbo. They
cannot work; cannot claim benefits;
cannot get public housing. I can only
describe it as shameful and unjust.
Because of our common humanity
and faith we all have a duty to speak
out wherever injustice is found. There
are many other issues one could name
such as trafficking; poverty; housing;
life issues; human rights; arms trade;
climate change and the Middle East.
The list could go on. But today we are
concerned with the plight of the longterm migrants and the Government’s
failure to respond must be consistently challenged. If it is true that part
of the present Government’s ‘comeback’ is to get ‘tough’ on immigration
– and I heard that mentioned on the
radio this morning – then they must
know that we too will remain resolute.
I am delighted to be able to tell you
that there will be another major rally in
Trafalgar Square this time next year, to
demonstrate to the Government that
this issue has not gone away.
I would like to take this opportunity to warmly congratulate and thank
many in this gathering who do speak
out with a prophetic voice and all of
you here, who show by your very presence, that you are prepared to take
action and to witness in whatever
way seems appropriate, for what we
believe to be right and just.
A recent statement from the Bishops’
Conference gives assistance by listing
many ways in which we can give pastoral support to migrants in our parishes. In conclusion, I would return to
those Westminster Abbey statues. All
those commemorated there suffered
martyrdom, because they proclaimed
God’s Kingdom. Martyrdom was their
manner of death because prophetic
witness had been their way of living.
Whilst we may not be called to the
same fate, we are certainly called to
that same way of living.
Amen

‘‘

In the last issue we published a report of the TELCO campaign against
the inhuman treatment of Migrant workers. The Mass at Westminster
Cathedral was concelebrated by over 50 priests, Cardinal Cormac-Murphy
O’Connor and the Papal Nuncio. Our Bishop gave the homily which is
published in full below and for the first time anywhere.
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Words,Words,Words

Back to the grindstone!

ADRIAN WHITEHALL

by Coleen Carlile
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Well, how were the
holidays? Were they
the salad days you
expected or did the
whole thing go pear
shaped? Did you go
with the flow or were
you at the end of your tether when
you were pushed from pillar to post
on the journey? I’m not trying to put
the dampers on your memories of it,
far from it, but if this has the ring of
truth about it, you’ll give me a break
and admit it wasn’t all tickety boo.
Salad days are those halcyon days
of our youth when there were no
responsibilities and life was simply for
enjoying. (I can’t remember that far
back!) The phrase was first coined by
Shakespeare in Antony and Cleopatra
– ‘They were my salad days when I
was green in judgment’.
To go ‘pear shaped’ is to go wrong
and was made popular in the early
days of the RAF. Pilots trying to
achieve the perfect loop often flattened the bottom section of the loop
and that was known
as going ‘pear
shaped’.
I
always
assumed
‘going with the
flow’ referred to
the flow of a river, but it
in fact dates from
Roman times.
Marcus Aurelius’
reign was dogged
by disaster and
turbulence but
he was a deeply
philosophical man
and believed in the flow of
thought and the flow of
happiness. It was better
to ‘go with the flow’ of the
natural order than to fight
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against it. Alternatively, ‘at the end
of one’s tether’ is to be ready to go
against the flow. An animal tethered
to a post would be frustrated when
it couldn’t venture into new pastures
and likely to show aggression.
The phrase ‘pushed from pillar to
post’ was originally ‘from pillory to
post’ and dates back to the Middle
Ages. Petty criminals were put in a
pillory (otherwise known as stocks)
and pelted with rotten fruit and vegetables. If the crime was more serious, they were dragged from there to
the whipping post where they were
flogged publicly. On the way, they were
shoved and hassled by the onlookers.
Does that sound familiar? Think of
queuing in the airport at the height of
the season, accompanied by recalcitrant children and unhelpful officials.
The Middle Ages start to sound more
appealing!
‘Putting the dampers on’ is to quash
someone’s enthusiasm, leaving them
flat and deflated. The phrase relates
to the piano, which is fitted with a

damper, operated by the foot pedal;
this rests against the strings to deaden the sound. The meaning was widened to refer to the whole orchestra
– if told to put the dampers on, they
had to tone down the overall sound.
Do you remember the toothpaste
advert that promised the ‘ring of confidence’ around your mouth? Well,
that didn’t have the ring of truth
about it but it always made me think
of the saying. If something has the
ring of truth, it is thought to be the
genuine article. When coins were
made of pure metals such as silver,
it was easy to distinguish genuine
and counterfeit coins by the sound
they made when dropped on a hard
surface. Silver coins gave a pleasing ringing sound that proved their
authenticity.
Giving someone a break usually
suggests that you are making allowances for him, giving him the opportunity to make up for past misdemeanours. It originally referred to street
performers who were allowed a break
halfway through their act to collect
money. In the 19th century it was
adopted by the criminal fraternity who
made a practice of collecting money
for friends due to be released from
prison, so they had some money to
help them through.
‘Tickety boo’ proved to be the most
difficult phrase to explain but very satisfying when found. It was a phrase
common in the armed forces to mean
everything was fine, all
in order. I thought at
first it came from
the saying ‘That’s
the ticket’ but it
is actually a corruption of the Hindu
‘Tikai babu’ which means
‘It’s all right, sir’.
I hope everything is tickety
boo and that you are all safely
back from your holidays. Now
it’s time to knuckle down, nose
to the grindstone and all
hands to the wheel as
you work all hours
God sends to pay
on the nail for
the next vacation. Toodle-pip!
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Season of mists and
mellow fruitfulness…

the first line of John Keats’ poem To Autumn

S

eptember is changeover
month for fruit and vegetables – peaches and
melons are at their headily scented best; tomatoes reach
their peak as do courgettes,
aubergines, peppers and chillies,
but September is the beginning
of autumn; there’s plums, corn
on the cob, pumpkins/squash,
grapes, the new seasons nuts
and beetroot, the first of winter’s
sweet roots. Hedgerows are full
of lip-staining fruits – damsons,
sloes, elderberries and blackberries. Autumn is also the season
for apples, pears, broccoli, leeks
and spinach. We have become
used to buying these foods all
year round but when they are
in season in Britain they are at
their flavoursome best. There is
a very interesting website giving
details of seasonal food, information, tips and recipes which
are updated every week; www.
eattheseasons.co.uk

Plum and & Almond
Frangiepane Tart
Sweet Shortcrust Pastry
225g plain flour
Pinch salt
150g butter cut into small cubes
1 tablespoon caster sugar
1 egg yolk
1-2 tablespoons water
Rind of 1 orange – finely grated
100g butter – at room temperature
100g caster sugar
2 eggs
100g ground almonds
10g plain flour
1 teasp almond essence
4 red plums – stoned and cut into slices
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1 tbsp icing sugar
Serves 6—8

1 Grease a 23cm loose-bottomed
fluted tart tin
2 Make pastry – Sift flour and salt
into a large mixing bowl, lightly rub
the butter into the flour using your
fingertips until it resembles fine
breadcrumbs, and add orange
rind and sugar, add the egg yolk
and sprinkle on half the water and
using a round bladed knife bring the
mixture together, adding sufficient
of the remaining water to make a
smooth ball of dough, being careful
to handle it as little as possible.
3 Wrap the pastry in cling film and
refrigerate for 20—30 minutes
– this makes it easier to roll out and
prevents shrinkage during cooking.
4 Roll pastry out on a lightly floured
surface to a 28cm circle and line
the tin, press pastry into tin. Chill for
30minutes.
5 Preheat oven to 200c gas 6
6 Bake the pastry case blind; prick
the pastry all over with a fork, line
with baking parchment and fill with
baking beans, cook for 10minutes,
remove baking beans and return to
the oven for 5 minutes. Lower oven
temperature to 180c gas 4
7 To make the filling; whisk together
the butter and sugar until pale, add
the eggs one at a time and then fold
in the almonds, flour and essence.
Mix thoroughly.
8 Spoon filling into pastry case,
scatter over the plums and press
down gently. Bake on the middle
shelf for 30—40 minutes or until
golden. Leave to cool in the tin.
Remove from tin and dust with icing

sugar and serve with cream or ice
cream.

Spiced PlumLUM and Orange
Chutney
1 kg plums stoned and quartered
Grated rind and juice of 2 oranges
225g onions – peeled and chopped
225g sultanas
1 tablespoon grated root ginger of
ground ginger
1 teaspoon each ground cinnamon &
allspice
2 teaspoons salt
600ml wine vinegar
225g soft brown sugar
100g flaked almonds

1 Place the plums in a large pan.
Add the remaining ingredients and
bring to the boil, stirring. Reduce
the heat and simmer for 1 ½ hours or
until the chutney is thick.
2 Spoon while hot into sterilized
jars, seal with airtight, vinegar proof
covers (not metal lids)
3 Makes about 1 ½ kg
4 Store in a cool dry place leave
for 2 months before eating - lovely
with cold meats at Christmas. This
chutney will keep unopened for up to
2 years

Sloe or Damson Gin
500g sloes or damsons - washed
100g sugar
1 litre gin
2 tablespoons split almonds

1 Remove the stalks from the fruit
and prick well.
2 Place in a large jar – such as
a kilner jar – with the sugar and
almonds. Pour in the gin.

3 Seal the jar then shake well to
dissolve the sugar and distribute the
berries.
4 Leave in a cool dark place for
3 months, shaking the bottle
occasionally.
5 The fruit may be kept in the gin or
strained off and eaten separately.
Bottle the gin.
6 Makes about 1.2 litres

Apple Sauce Cake – from Joan
Hayes
12oz peeled and sliced cooking apples
8oz self raising flour
6 oz margarine
6oz soft brown sugar
2 eggs
6oz sultanas mixed spice to taste
Loaf tin 11 x 22cm – lined with
greaseproof paper

1 Cook apples and cool. Preheat
oven gas 4 180c
2 Cream margarine and sugar. Beat
in the eggs; fold in the flour, sultanas
and apples.

2 red or green peppers – deseeded and
roughly chopped
4 large tomatoes, skinned and chopped
– or a 400g tin of peeled tomatoes
– drained
2 cloves garlic – peeled and crushed
4 tablespoons olive oil
1 tablespoon fresh basil – chopped
Sea salt and freshly ground black
pepper

1 Wipe the aubergines and
courgettes and cut into 2.5cm slices,
place the vegetables in a colander
and sprinkle generously with salt,
stand for about an hour – this draws
out any bitterness along with excess
moisture.
2 Gently fry the onions and garlic
in the oil in a large saucepan for
10 minutes, add the peppers. Dry
the aubergines and courgettes with
kitchen paper and add them too,
next add the basil and season, stir
once really well and simmer gently,
covered, for 30 minutes.

3 Put in loaf tin and bake for approx.
1 ¼ hours

3 Add the tomatoes and cook for
further 15 – 20 minutes with the lid
off, season to taste and serve.

Apple Dessert – from Rhonda
Anderson

Pears in Ginger Wine with
Cinnamon Mascarpone Cream

1 Peel, core and chop up about 4
cooking apples. Place in pyrex dish.
2 Sprinkle with 2 tablespoons of
brown sugar and one teaspoon
of cinnamon, a handful or more
of sultanas or raisins or dried
cranberries or any dried fruit mixture
Melt 4oz of butter or margarine and
mix in 4 tablespoons of sugar and
about 8oz of flour to make a stiff
mixture. Add more flour if it is too
soft.

Serves 4—6

6 firm pears – Comice are good for this
recipe – peeled, stems left intact
600ml ginger wine
100g caster sugar
2 sticks cinnamon
2 thick strips of lemon peel
1 250g tub mascarpone
142ml double cream
2 teaspoons cinnamon
2 tablespoons caster sugar

3 Place on top of apples and cook
for 45mins - one hour at 180C until
the top is golden and cooked.
Serve with cream and or ice cream.
This can be dairy free if you use
all Soya products in place of dairy
products.

1 In a large saucepan lay the pears
on their sides and pour over the
ginger wine, 100g sugar, lemon
peel and cinnamon sticks. Cover
and simmer gently for 1—1 ½ hours
or until very tender, turning once or
twice.

RATATOUILLE Serves 4

2 Place the pears in a glass bowl,
standing them up with the stems
uppermost.

3 medium courgettes
2 aubergines
2 medium onions – peeled and chopped
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3 Simmer the wine until reduced

Mary Knights
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Mary Knights c/o the editor
72 Malvern Drive IG8 0JP
or email recipes@myintouch.
co.uk
and starting to become syrupy and
then pour over the pears. Leave to
cool and chill overnight.
4 Lightly whip the cream and blend
into the mascarpone with the sugar
and cinnamon.
5 Serve the pears with the syrup
spooned over them and a good
dollop of the mascarpone cream.
6 If preferred serve the pears with
a good quality vanilla ice cream of
pouring cream.

Blackberry Mousse Serves 4
300g blackberries – washed thoroughly
50g caster sugar
Juice if 1 lemon
3 egg whites
142ml double cream
Seeds from 1 vanilla pod

1 Put berries in a saucepan with
the sugar and lemon juice, cook
5—6 minutes until softened. Whiz
in a food processor/liquidizer until
smooth, sieve if you wish.
2 Whip the cream and add the
seeds form the vanilla pod – fold into
blackberries.
3 Whisk egg whites until stiff and
fold in to fruit mixture.
4 Divide among 4 large wine glasses
and chill for 2 hours before serving.
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